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POEMS:
A Strategy to Write Poetry
Across the Curriculum
BY ADNAN SALHI

S

torytelling is a powerful form of teaching and learning. It is one of the earliest media humans used to pass
time, teach moral lessons, and preserve their heritage (Silko, 1986). Many contemporary thinkers claim
that stories are among the highest modes of sense making (Bruner, 1986; Coles, 1989; Rosen, 1988). In this
article I tell the story of how I used a strategy I developed over the years. The strategy focuses on writing
poetry across the curriculum that I named "Prose Organization Enhances Mental Schemata." Throughout this
article, I use the acronym POEMS to refer to this strategy.

Where should POEMS be used?
Even though the story related here focuses on writing poetry in science, it could be used in any subject
area across many grade levels. I used it in language
arts and in math when I taught those subjects in high
school and I recommend it for teachers from upper
elementary through 12th grade in all content areas.

What is POEMS and
how can teachers use it?
In this and the following sections I described one
sample application of how I used POEMS, and I provided examples of students' work produced as a result
of using this strategy. After studying the life cycle
of oysters in a life science class, I asked the students
how they felt about writing poetry. Many of them said
that it was not something they had done or enjoyed
in the past. When I told them that I would show them
that they could write poetry, several of them sank
in their seats. A look of fear showed clearly on their
faces. Some of their faces even became pale. I tried

to comfort them by saying that I would prove to them
that they would write a good poem before leaving the
class that day. They looked at me smiling in disbelief;
I accepted their challenge and started implementing
POEMS as described hereafter.
Step One: I asked the class to put everything away
and rearrange the seats in a horseshoe shape. When
they did, I told them to think of only one word that
described the life cycle of the oysters-the topic
under study the previous day. I gave them a minute to
think and then I called on different students to give
me their descriptive word. In column form, I wrote
down the words on the board in the order they were
given to me. Included In the list werewater, spawn,
larvae, cilia, million, metamorphosis, shell, foot, stationary, food, unusual, survivalist, and ah ha! Several
of the students thought of the same words.
Step Two: When that was done, I told the class to read
silently each of the listed words and think of an image
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about oysters that each word would create. Having
done that, I told them that I would read the words in a
way that would make the listeners visualize the image
I had. This was done for the purpose of modeling. I
read the words in a very animated way, pausing after
each word. This helped students think of their own
ways of reading the words in order to help the listeners picture the image the reader ( student in this case)
had in mind.

that pertained to the topic so that the list would read
as a poem. Of course, I knew that these students were
exposed to different forms of poetry in school, and I
was familiar with what they read in their language arts
classes. When some students asked me if the poem
had to rhyme, I told them to be as creative as they
could be. They worked on that task as I moved around
the class, talked to different groups and listened to
them exploring ways of turning their lists into poems.

Step Three: When I finished, I called on volunteers
to read the list in their own way. Many did and the
class enjoyed the experience. It was musical, funny,
and non-threatening. This part served the purposes of
activating prior knowledge, modeling, and visualizing
the concepts. Creating images in the students' minds
helped them become proficient readers and writers
according to Keene & Zimmermann ( 1997) who
listed the advantages of evoking images for readers to
become proficient as:

Step Six: In about 20 minutes, most of the groups finished writing their poems. I told them to practice how
they wanted to read their poems to the class. I wanted
every one of them to be an active participant in the
making of the poem in all its different stages. I also
told them that every one in the group should practice
reading the group's poem to the group members. As
they did that, I moved from one group to another and
asked them if they agreed on how they wanted their
poem to sound. Many of them read it to me. When all
groups finished writing, 10 poems were written and
read to the class. Students were very happy with what
they learned and very proud of what they had written.

• immersion in rich details,
• drawing conclusions to create unique
interpretations,

The benefits of using POEMS

• adapting the images in the process (p. 141 ).
These advantages proved to be equally true in using
POEMS.
Step Four: After the reading aloud ended, I asked
the class to work in groups of three and work on
rearranging the words listed on the board in a way
that described their logical order in the life cycle
of oysters. The purpose of this was to help students
synthesize and organize the process in ways most suitable for them to understand (Brown and Day, 1983 ).
When every group finished rearranging the words and
generated a new list, I called on volunteers from different groups to read their list as we did with the class
list. Again, the class saw the value of this experience
and enjoyed doing it. In their spontaneous responses,
the students expressed how the process helped them
remember what they had read, discover their own
creative powers, and find their own voice.
Step Five: When they finished reading the new lists,
I asked students to work in their groups on putting
each of the words in their list in a sentence or phrase
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The benefits of using POEMS are deeply rooted in
reading theory and research. In addition to guiding
students through all the steps of the writing process,
using POEMS gives students an excellent opportunity
to practice the strategies proficient readers use. As
described in step one above, using POEMS helps
students activate relevant prior knowledge (Pearson et
al., 1992) and determine the most important ideas they
learned (Baumann, 1986). Another benefit of using
POEMS is that it helps students create visual and other
sensory images of what they learned (Keene and Zimmermann, 1997). Using POEMS also helps students
synthesize what they have read (Brown and Day, 1983).

Reactions and outcomes
Students' reactions to this activity were expressed
in their reflective journals that were required for the
class. In her journal, one student wrote, "The oyster
activity was an extreme success. Especially because
I am going into science, this activity presented a
complete new way of approaching science. I was
really intrigued by the extent in which one could do
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that [write poetry in science]." In his reflective journal, another student wrote, "We took the established
order of words and converted the list into a meaningful verse. This served to reinforce the meanings of the
words and gave them new life. This not only served
to entertain the class, but to reinforce the meaning
of the text ... overall, this was an excellent way to
stress the meanings of the approached text." A third
student wrote, "Another major point about this is that
it is not overwhelming to students. Anyone in class
can participate and not feel anxious or worried about
being wrong." A fourth student described what we did
in class and wrote, "The class was given a subject that
most knew little about. Very interesting teaching techniques proved to be a valuable way of comprehending
the subject. As a class we learned and remembered
specific details about an oyster's life. This particular
tool took a boring subject and made it come to life ...
I call it mind mapping because that is what we did.
We were given a lot of information and, as class, we
organized it and mapped it out in our minds and on
our papers. The techniques that were used to create a
map were fun and resulted in success."
Below are some samples of my students' work as they
were submitted to me. I did not edit or change any of
them. As you read these poems, please look back and
notice how the list of words provided by the students
generated very different poems about the same topic.

The Oysters' Poem
Oysters live in water.
You see them by the millions.
When it is time to spawn,
Larvae are in the trillions
Survivalists they are.
They move around by cilia.
Metamorphosis occurs.
And hope it doesn't kill ya'.
The foot is an appendage,
Keeps you stationary still.
Along grows the shell.
It is quite unusual.
Oysters are great food.
The truth is very dear.
When people really try one,
Aha is what you hear.
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The Oyster
Oh water you're so warm!
You make spawning lots of fun.
The larvae like to swim
With a mane of cilia accompanying them.
Millions of you just like to hang out.
What is this metamorphosis all about?
Your shell is so rigid,
You have only one foot,
That's why you stay stationary.
As food you are unusual,
But as survivalists we think you are beautiful,
Ahha!
The following was a poem that was not given a title,
but it was about the same topic.
The moonlight glistened off the water
Spawning freely on the waves of desire.
The larvae of my love;
Food for another,
Metamorphosed into a trans-gendered clam.
In the shell, survivalist through solitude,
My only pleasure, to dream of your cilia.
A million hours, a foot with no powers.
A stationary lover until death when again I am free.
A love so beautiful,
Desire so unusual.

Putting it together
POEMS is an after reading processing strategy that
could be used in any subject. It is very important
that when teachers try to implement the strategy to
notice the degree of support, modeling and sharing I
provided in the classroom. Following the described
steps, providing ample time, and creating a sense of
community are crucial for the desired results to be
attained.
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